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Calcite mesocrystals: a very effective block polyelectrolyte for 
crystal “Morphing”

Tongxin WANG, Andreas VERCH, Hans G. BÖRNER, Helmut CÖLFEN and Markus ANTONIETTI

Max-Planck-Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Department of Colloid Chemistry, Research Campus Golm, 
D-14424 Potsdam, Germany

A family of calcite nanocrystal superstructures with unusual morphology were obtained from crystallization of calcite by the 
CO2 gas diffusion technique in the presence of a bioinspired double hydrophilic block copolymer, polyethyleneglycol-block-
poly (L-aspartic acid). From the typical calcite rhombohedra as a starting situation, the morphology can be systematically 
varied via various unusual porous mesocrystal morphologies to hemispheres composed of fine calcite triangles. The formation 
of mesocrystals is starting at a polymer concentration of only 10–3 g/L and shows two remarkable results: (a) the reported bio-
inspired block copolymer is the so far most active polymer for mesocrystal formation reported to our knowledge, and (b) the 
data prove that nucleation promoters exist, which can form nanocrystals for mesocrystal formation even without enhanced 
colloidal stabilization. This gives mesocrystal formation a much broader operation range than previously assumed.
©2009 The Ceramic Society of Japan. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Bottom up approaches for the self organization of matter are 

a cornerstone of nanotechnology and of great importance for 
future materials science. Especially for crystalline systems with 
their structural anisotropy, it is a challenge to structure nanopar-
ticles in a way that the nanoparticles are mutually oriented or 
even orient into a mutual crystallographic register. Since the key 
observation of Penn and Banfield on crystal growth by oriented 
aggregation of nanoparticles,1),2) this mechanism was found for a 
steadily increasing number of systems as recently reviewed.3) As 
further non classical crystallization mechanism, the formation of 
mesocrystals was also discovered.4),5) Mesocrystal is an abbrevi-
ation for “mesoscopically structured crystal” meaning a crystal-
line superstructure with mutual orientation of its nanoparticle 
building units.5) Mesocrystals with perfect 3D orientation are of 
special interest, since they scatter/diffract like a single crystal but 
are composed of nanoparticle building units offering to combine 
single crystal properties with those of typical colloids like high 
internal surfaces etc. A continuous transition in building unit par-
ticle size to molecules on the one hand and of decreasing mutual 
order of the nanoparticle subunits on the other, places mesocrys-
tals as structural intermediate between a classical single crystal 
composed of atoms/ions/molecules and a polycrystal without any 
mutual order between its nanoparticle subunits.6) This intermedi-
ate structure of mesocrystals between single crystal and 
polycrystal was very recently also found for Ag mesocrystals.7)

Mesocrystals are usually not stable against crystallographic 
fusion of their nanoparticle subunits to a single crystal, if their 
nanoparticle subunits are in crystallographic register, since the 
subunits are aligned and the system can win a substantial amount 
of energy by elimination of these internal surfaces.1),2) This could 
indeed be shown experimentally.8),9) Mesocrystals have mean-
while been reported for a number of different systems as 
reviewed in3)–5),10)–12) including maghemite,13) vaterite,14),15) cal-
cite,16)–18) K2SO4–PAA,19) BaSO4,20) alanine,21),22) CdS,23) CoPt3

24)

and also a number of further materials with specific functions, 
which are improved by the mesocrystal structure, including Ag,7)

β–Ni(OH)2,25) Ibuprofen,26) PbTiO3,27) ZnO,28),29) BiVO4
30) or 

TiO2
31) to name just a few of the very recent examples.

Interestingly, Nature also applies this non-classical crystalliza-
tion concept and several Biominerals recently turned out to be 
mesocrystals like sea urchin spines,32)–34) sponge spicules,35) for-
aminifera,33) nacre,33),36)–40) calcite prisms in mussel shells,41)

corals33) or egg shells.33) Such a structure formation is clearly dif-
ferent to the idealized thermodynamic viewpoint of the classical 
crystallization process, which has been pioneered early last cen-
tury by Wulff .42)

Despite the rapidly increasing number of observations of 
mesocrystals, relatively little is yet known about their formation 
mechanism. In a series of papers43)–45) we demonstrated that 
addition of a simple polyelectrolyte as poly (styrene sulfonate) 
can modify the crystal growth of calcium carbonate in a manifold 
fashion leading to nanocrystal superstructures with astonishing 
complexity. The remarkable change from the typical single crys-
tal calcite rhombohedron with (104) faces to mesocrystals pre-
senting their unusual {001} faces with additional rounded edges 
was outlined. The results implied that a dipole along the c-axis 
drove the nanoparticle assembly.

In these papers, we also discussed the role of the polymer 
which can interfere with crystallization of an ionic crystal in 
multiple ways. For instance, it binds ions by electrostatic 
forces,46),47) thus blocking the ionic growth path, but also provid-
ing a template for nucleation. Also, intermediate structures, such 
as amorphous precursor structures can be colloidally stabilized 
by a surface layer of polymers. Once these isotropic particles 
crystallize, the additives can adsorb face selectively and can 
therefore alter the shape of the developing nanocrystals.48) In 
addition, the bound polymers can induce a directed aggregation 
through a change of interaction potentials, which can be highly 
directional and anisotropic.43),44) Usually, the added polymers 
have one or more than one, if not all roles of that list.
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It is the task of the present paper to extend these primary 
observations by changing from the very simple polyelectrolyte to 
a double hydrophilic block copolymer (DHBC, see. Ref.49) 
which is made and optimized to interact with crystal growth and 
to temporarily stabilize primary nanoparticles as building units 
for further self organization. We choose a water soluble stabiliz-
ing poly (ethylene oxide) PEO block and a uniform polyaspartate 
block as interacting block, made by SPPS (solid phase peptide 
synthesis). Such a polymer is a model for the Asp-rich proteins, 
which consist of a high amount of aspartic acid and hydrophilic 
units and which were recently discovered as active molecules for 
crystallization control in Biomineralization.50),51) DHBC’s con-
sisting of PEO and an interacting peptide block already proved 
to be efficient crystallization modifiers for CaCO3

52) and D, L-
alanine.53) With this advanced and defined polymer design, we 
hope to raise additional evidence how and at which crystalliza-
tion stage different polymers interfere with the crystallization 
and aggregation process and in which further modes mesocrys-
tallization can occur.

2. Experimental
Polymer synthesis: N-α-Fmoc protected aspartic acid deriva-

tive (Fmoc-Asp(tBu) OH), 2-(1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1, 1, 3, 3-
tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU), N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP, 99.9+ %, peptide synthesis grade) were used 
as received from IRIS Biotech GmbH, Germany. Dichloro-
methane (DCM, IRIS Biotech GmbH (peptide grade)) was dis-
tilled from CaH2 prior to use. TentaGel PAP resin (PEO attached 
peptide resin, loading: 0.21 mmol/g; Mn = 3200 g/mol, Mw/Mn

= 1.05) was obtained from Rapp Polymere GmbH (Tübingen, 
Germany).

The crystal growth modifier, a peptide-polymer conjugate was 
synthesized by applying a fully-automated, inverse conjugation 
strategy.54) The bioconjugate combined a poly (ethylene oxide) 
block (PEO) of Mn = 3200 g/mol with a monodisperse, sequence 
controlled polypeptide segment of twenty repeats of L-aspartic 
acid ((L-Asp)20). The PEO-b-(L-Asp)20 (PEO–D20) (I)) was 
synthesized via sequential assembly of Fmoc-Asp(tBu) OH 
monomers on a PEO preloaded polystyrene resin (PAP), using 
solid-phase supported peptide synthesis protocols (SPPS).55) The 
coupling of the Fmoc-Asp(tBu) OH building blocks was facili-
tated by HBTU in NMP and Fmoc removal was achieved with 
piperidine as described previously. I was liberated by 6 h treat-
ment with 99.8% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and 0.2% trimethyl-
silyl bromide. The liberated peptide-conjugate was isolated by 
precipitation in diethyl ether, centrifugation and dialysis 
(MWCO ≈ 1000 g/mol) against Millipore water, followed by lyo-
philization from water. The structural identity of the product was 
confirmed by 1H–NMR. Analysis of I: 1H–NMR (D2O): δ = 2.63 
(m, ~40 H, CβH2, Asp), 3.55 (m, 280 H, –O–CH2–CH2–O–, 
PEO), 4.60 (m, ~20 H, –CαH–, Asp) ppm.

Crystallization of CaCO3: CaCl2·2H2O (Fluka, ≥ 99%) and 
(NH4)2CO3 (Fluka, ≥ 30% NH3 basis) were used without further 
purification. Double distilled water was used for the preparation 
of the crystallization solutions. The mineralisation was per-
formed by a slow CO2 gas diffusion technique as described in our 
previous papers.43),44) To investigate the effect of added polymer, 
crystallizations were performed in the presence of different con-
centrations of polymer and CaCl2 in glass bottles with glass 
slides, which were put into the same closed desiccator at room 
temperature. All glassware including glass bottles and small 
pieces of glass substrates were cleaned as follows: firstly soni-
cated in ethanol, then rinsed with distilled water, further soaked 

with a H2O–HNO3 (65%)–H2O2 (1:1:1, v/v/v) solution, then 
rinsed with doubly distilled H2O, and finally dried at room 
temperature.

A stock solution of CaCl2 (10 mM) was freshly prepared in 
boiled doubly distilled water and bubbled with N2 overnight. 5 
mL of the solutions at different concentration of PEO–D20 (1.0, 
0.75, 0.5, 10–1, 10–2, 10–3 g/L) were prepared from the above 
CaCl2 solution under vigorous stirring. Then, the solution was 
equally separated into different glass bottles with a glass slide at 
the bottom (1 mL solution in each bottle) for further crystalliza-
tion experiments. The bottles were covered with Parafilm and 
punched with three needle holes and placed in a larger desiccator 
(inner diameter 250 mm). Two small glass bottles (10 mL) with 
crushed ammonium carbonate were also covered with Parafilm, 
punched with three needle holes, and placed at the bottom of the 
desiccator. At different times, the bottles were taken out from the 
desiccator and the Parafilm was removed. After the solution was 
taken out, the glass slides with the crystals were rinsed with dis-
tilled water and examined by optical microscopy. After drying at 
room temperature, the crystals were examined by SEM and other 
techniques.

2.1 Analytical methods
Optical microscopy in solution and scanning electron micros-

copy (SEM) were applied to all samples. The use of the light 
microscopy technique is necessary in order to prove that the 
SEM micrographs show real structures instead of drying arte-
facts resulting from sample preparation. In addition, polarized 
light microscopy allows for the identification of the calcite (001) 
face, which is the only calcite face not showing double refrac-
tion. The SEM measurements were performed on a LEO 1550 – 
GEMINI REM. Light microscopy images were taken for samples 
in solution with an Olympus BX41 microscope connected with 
an Olympus Camedia 5060 colour camera. Powder X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a PDS 120 diffrac-
tometer (Nonius GmbH, Solingen) with Cu Kα  radiation. The 
surface cleavage of the crystal faces, the unit cell structure, and 
the modelling of morphologies were performed with the Cerius2

software (Accelrys).

2.2 Quantitative in-vitro crystallization assay
The utilized commercial Metrohm titration setup and experi-

mental procedure are already described in detail elsewhere.56) In 
brief, calcium chloride solution (25 mmol/L) is dosed at a con-
stant rate (0.01 mL/min) into carbonate buffer solution (pH = 
9.75, 10 mmol/L, 25 mL), while the calcium potential is monitored
and the pH-value is kept constant by means of titration utilizing 
10 mmol/L NaOH. The experiment in absence of additives is the 
reference experiment. Experiments in presence of the PEO–D20

are carried out in the same carbonate buffer containing 0.01 g/L 
and 0.001 g/L polymer, respectively, which is directly weighed 
in.

3. Results and discussion
With the presented crystallization set-up and procedure, cal-

cium carbonate crystallizes within only 1 day into well defined 
calcite rhombohedra (data not shown). The final recrystallization 
step towards the calcite single crystals most presumably takes 
place via ionic crystallization due the carbonate/bicarbonate 
equilibrium, in which the calcium ion concentration can be com-
parably high depending on the pH, which usually raises from 
below neutral to higher than pH 9 during the reaction.

Employing PEO–D20 as crystal growth modifier, a variety of 
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changes can be observed. Firstly, as compared to the previous 
experiments with polystyrenesulfonate,43)–45) the crystal mor-
phology is already influenced at much lower polymer concentra-
tions, exhibiting pronounced morphology changes. Already addi-
tion of traces (10–3 g/L) of PEO–D20 increases the crystallization 
speed, and the formed crystals are getting very homogeneous in 
morphology and size. This indicates that the polymer acts as a 
nucleation agent at low polymer concentration whereas it inhibits 
crystallization at higher concentrations.57)

Secondly, the morphology of the final calcite crystals is 
slightly altered, as exemplified in Fig. 1. The majority species 
are still rhombohedra, but they are heterogeneously nucleated 
from the glass slide and show rough surfaces with visible pores, 
channels and coarsened edges (Fig. 1(b)). The formation of 
porous crystals and rough surfaces as well as “etched” edges is 

a strong indication for the alteration of the crystallization mech-
anism from ionic growth to mesoscale assembly.20) It is quite 
informative to analyze a secondary structure (minority species in 
Fig. 1(c)), presumably nucleated from the continuous phase, 
which can indicate some common structural principles underly-
ing the formation of both coexisting crystalline structures. These 
apple-shaped objects are obviously grown by aggregation of a 
large quantity of small nanoscopic intermediates. A closer look 
to those reveals that the tectonic units have a size of about 50 
nm–300 nm and recrystallize towards poorly shaped calcium car-
bonate crystals with a significant portion of structural porosity. 
Reference experiments with the same block copolymer in the 
quantitative crystallization assay indicate that the precipitate is 
vaterite, while for heterogeneous nucleation on a glass surface, 
only calcite nucleates.

Fig. 1. High resolution SEM image of a calcite mesocrystal obtained from 1 mL of 10 mmol/L Ca2+ solution with 
10–3 g/L PEO–D20. Samples were obtained on a glass slip via gas diffusion experiment after one day; (a) overview 
image; (b) an enlarged image of the majority species. Note the formation of rough faces and coarsened edges; (c) an 
enlarged image of the minority species indicating possible precursor structures; (d) high resolution picture of the sur-
face structure of (c) indicating that these mesocrystals are composed of 50–300 nm sized building blocks and possess a 
high structural porosity.

Fig. 2. High resolution SEM images of calcite mesocrystals obtained at 10 mmol/L Ca2+ solution with 10–2 g/L PEO-b-poly(L-Asp)20. Samples 
were obtained on a glass slip via gas diffusion experiment after one day; (a) representative overview indicating the high uniformity of the species; 
(b), (c) magnification of different mesocrystals.
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The unexpected important observation is that such porous 
scaffolds can be formed at extremely low polymer concentration 
(10–3 g/L). Such a low concentration is too low to allow for effec-
tive surface stabilization of the high surface area of particles with 
sizes of several tens of nm. Contrary to previous models of poly-
mer activity,58) the strong binding between free Ca2+ ions and 
polymer is not enough to significantly deplete the calcium ions in 
solution, as the polymer concentration corresponds to only 3.4 ×
10–6 moles of carboxylate binding moiety. Therefore, the high 
efficiency of the present system can only be explained by its 
influence on pre-nucleation structures and the primary nucleated 
phase (see titration experiments below).

A concentration increase by a factor of 10 to still rather low 
10–2 g/L results in a completely altered morphology of the crystal 
superstructures (Fig. 2).

The formerly observed rhombohedral shape of the heteroge-
neously nucleated crystals has been disintegrated and is only left 
as an engulfing hull, with three apparently planar faces still indi-
cating the former {104} planes. The whole structure is subdi-
vided into visible building blocks which have not fused to the 
final crystal. Previous studies show that under similar conditions 
calcite nucleates via the (001) plane from the glass substrate and 
is oriented with the c-axis towards the observer.43),44) This is also 
true here, as judged from the orientation of the three {104} faces. 
The edges which have been already suppressed at the lower con-
centration (10–3 g/L) turned into rough surfaces with oriented 
surface texture. The fact that also the three flat planes are com-
posed of single nanocrystalline units, such as streets from cob-
blestones, is shown in Fig. 2(c) where such a mesocrystal has 
been partly broken up upon rapid drying. Due to the missing sur-
face porosity, those flat surfaces can critically fail while drying, 
and one can recognize the homogeneity of the nanoparticular 
structure set-up in deeper parts of the particle which obviously 
extends throughout the microparticle. The ability to explode 
because of evaporation of water is also a clear proof for the 
porous character of the mesocrystal species.

A further indication for this mesoscale assembly is obtained 
from WAXS evaluations of the primary crystallite size in the 
final crystals, which reveal a primary calcite building unit of ca. 
40–50 nm from Scherrer evaluation, regardless of the polymer 
and Ca2+ concentration as also found for the vaterite particles in 
the quantitative crystallization assay. This goes well with the size 
of the tectonic units observed in HRSEM. (Fig. 1, ca. 50 nm) 
These results clearly exclude structure densification by Ostwald 
ripening, which would lead to a single crystal without a pore sys-
tem, and supports the electron microscopy evidence.

A closer examination of the early nucleation phases in pres-
ence of PEO–D20 was possible with the quantitative crystalliza-
tion assay.47),56)

In Fig. 3, we show the time dependence of the effective ion 
product of calcium and carbonate ions in solution upon constant 
Ca2+ addition while the pH of the solution was kept constant at 
pH 9.75. It is seen that PEO–D20 in fact only slightly inhibits the 
nucleation. For a polymer content of 10–3 g/L there is no signifi-
cant effect on the nucleation time detected while the nucleation 
event is delayed by ca. 25% when 10–2 g/L PEO–D20 is present 
in the carbonate buffer solution. More remarkable is the influence 
of the polymer on the species formed after nucleation. For the 
10–3 g/L solution, the equilibrium solubility is lower than for the 
reference experiment without polymer, meaning that directly a 
crystalline phase is formed instead of amorphous intermediates. 
This is a clear signature of a nucleation agent with very high effi-
ciency.

For the 10–2 g/L solution, a more complex fingerprint in the 
titration curve is found. After the first sharp nucleation (after ca 
3000 s) event the solubility product of the solution stays nearly 
constant on a level two times higher than the ACC formed in the 
reference experiment and in the same curve after a second step 
wise phase change (at around 8000 s). One reasonable rationali-
zation for this very soluble intermediate phase is the formation 
of a polymer induced liquid precursor (PILP-phase), which can 
well be formed and temporarily stabilized by addition of pol-
yaspartic acid.59) For concentrations of 10–2 g/L of the present 
polymer, this phase is only temporarily stable. The observation 
of such transient phase does not mean that no other crystalline 
nanoparticles are present in the crystallization assay, as the equi-
librium ion concentration is only indicative for the most soluble 
species. We assume (from the final mesocrystal morphology) 
that in this concentration range the PEO–D20 polymer not only 
acts as a nucleation agent, but is also sufficiently concentrated to 
stabilize a PILP phase for some key time of reaction.

The existence of PILP droplets or amorphous particles in this 
reaction phase is also evidenced by optical polarized light 
microscopy (data not shown here). In the quantitative crystalliza-
tion assay at 10–2 g/L PEO–D20, 2400 s after nucleation only non-
birefringent, amorphous particles are found, while another 2400 s 
later (still well before the second stepwise phase transition), 
bright spots of crystalline calcium carbonate are found. The 
number of crystallized particles then increases with time, but 
even 8000 s after nucleation, the majority of the particles is still 
amorphous.

Increasing the polymer concentration to 0.1 g/L at fixed Ca2+

concentration (10 mmol/L) leads again to the coexistence of two 
new, heterogeneously nucleated morphologies, which obviously 
differ by nucleation only. On the one hand, we observe another 
kind of rhombohedral particle where the overall morphology is 
now completely splitted into finer nanocrystallites (Fig. 4(a)). 
Again, those particles nucleate from flat glass via the (001) face. 
The symmetry of the object, as viewed from the c-axis orthogo-
nal to the surface, indicates that the building blocks are carefully 
stacked to the mesocrystal where the outer shape is a product of 
energy minimization of the assembly process.

The other class of particles (Fig. 4(b)), nucleated predomi-
nantly at rough side positions of the cutted glass slide, is a 
rounded, more stretched morphology, which can not be repre-

Fig. 3. Time development of the free ion product in absence of 
PEO–D20 (reference; dashed line), in presence of 10–3 g/L PEO–D20

(bold black line) and in presence of 10–2 g/L PEO–D20 (bold grey line). 
The bold arrow indicates the area of a nearly constant solubility product 
between the two nucleation events in presence of 10–2 g/L PEO–D20. For 
further information see text.
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sented by any of the classical crystalline calcite single crystal 
morphologies. This is regarded as evidence for the mesocrystal 
character of these structures, which obviously can easily adapt to 
any morphology once the surface energy situation has slightly 
changed. The elongated morphology probably suggests the polar 
c-axis as the long axis. However, the fact that these structures are 
tilted towards the surface with differing tilt angles indicates that 
the initial heterogeneous nucleation event of those superstruc-
tures occurs on glass along a variety of different calcite faces. 
This is in contrast to the defined nucleation faces observed on 
self assembled monolayers.60) The developed facetting of these 
mesocrystals combined with pronounced curvature indicates that 
the mesocrystals are formed according to a self organization pro-
gram which is controlled by the surface tension and interaction 
of the nanoparticle building units.

In the present context, we can only speculate about the reasons 
for the observed family-type polymorphism of mesocrystals 
driven by nucleation. One reason might be the well defined, 
monodisperse nature of the peptide binding motif which can 
potentially lead to regular adsorption patterns of functionality 
onto the glass slide being suitable for such regular, large size, 
high index nucleation patterns.

A further increase of polymer modifier concentration to 0.5 g/L
gives again a completely altered crystallization scenario. Here, 
rounded truncated trigonal structures are found. Heterogeneous 
nucleation leads to single species which obviously nucleate again 
from the {001}-face, as deduced from the fact that {001} are the 
only triangular/hexagonal faces of calcite. Homogeneous nucle-
ation interestingly results in the same species, which are then 
twinned into a staggered trigonal-bipyramidal morphology, i.e. a 
“diabolo” (both species are shown in Fig. 5(a)). Due to symmetry 
reasons, the assembly of nanoparticles presumably starts from a 

primary, central hexagon exposing the two {001} faces and then 
proceeds along c-direction with a distinct opening angle. This 
speaks for cooperative field effects throughout nanoparticle 
alignment, i.e. the intermediate nanoparticle species supporting 
the growth of the structure are attracted by the two “poles” of the 
structure.

Increase of polymer concentration beyond this value leaves 
this structure set-up as such, but only increases the opening angle 
and allows the cones to close to hemispheres, as found for poly-
mer concentrations of 0.75 g/L (Fig. 5(b)) and 1.0 g/L. These 
hemispheres have about the same size of approximately 100 μm 
like the triangular structures in Fig. 5(a). The fine surface texture 

Fig. 4. High resolution SEM images of calcite mesocrystals obtained at 10 mmol/L Ca2+ solution with 0.1 g/L
PEO-b-poly(L-Asp)20. Samples were obtained on a glass slip via gas diffusion experiment after 1 d. The 
images show the two coexisting structures.

Fig. 5. Typical SEM images of calcite mesocrystals obtained on a glass slip by the gas diffusion reaction after 1 d at 10 mmol/L Ca2+ and [PEO-
b- P(L-Asp)20] = : (a) 0.5 g/L; (b) 0.75 g/L. (c) high magnification of the surface structure of (b).

Fig. 6. Typical SEM image of calcite mesocrystals obtained on a glass 
slip by the gas diffusion reaction after 1 d at 10 mmol/L Ca2+ and [PEO-
b- P(L-Asp)20] = 0.75 g/L. The dark spots indicate positions of detached 
hemispheres.
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of these hemispheres is also highly ordered and composed of 
partly self-similar, interlaced c-directional corners of calcite, as 
suggested by the triangular base of the outgrowths. The hemi-
spheres are heterogeneously nucleated, rather defined in size and 
only loosely attached to the glass surface as can be seen from 
many detached hemispheres (Fig. 6.)

This motif indeed continues the structures of Fig. 4(a) (0.1 g/
L) and Figs. 5(a) and (b) (0.5 g/L resp. 0.75 g/L): with increasing 
polymer concentration the spontaneous curvature of the struc-
tures (or the tilt angle between two neighbouring crystals) is 
increased, and a continuous transition between an unbent assem-
bled object with translational order to a crystalline hemisphere 
with spherulitic texture can be adjusted by polymer concentra-
tion, only.

4. Discussion and conclusion
The most surprising fact of the present experiments is the 

unexpected high efficiency of the presented PEO–D20 polymer. 
Already at concentration of 10–3 g/L or in the ppm region, effi-
cient change of the nucleation mechanism is found, turning a 
“regular” default calcite crystal into a mesocrystal with surface 
roughness and developed texture. This is due to a very good 
nucleation efficiency of this polymer, as indicated by a quantita-
tive titration assay. Calculating from the determined CaCO3

concentrations and a primary particle size of 50 nm (assumed 
spherical) for simplicity, we end up with an efficient control of 
such a particle by about 200–500 polymers, only. This is one 
polymer for 40 nm2 of particle in the low polymer limit, a very 
illustrative number for the high polymer efficiency. Interestingly, 
this number is very similar to the corresponding emulsion 
stabilization efficiency of a similar peptide block copolymer in 
emulsion polymerization.61)

However, for calcite, this low concentration is not enough to 
effectively stabilize amorphous intermediates, and direct crystal-
lization as found. For a tenfold higher polymer concentration or 
10 ppm, the corresponding stabilization number goes down to 
4 nm2/polymer, and effective temporal stabilization of a PILP 
phase is found, presumably in addition to the nucleation effi-
ciency. This is very reasonable, as 20 Aspartate units are about 
the number to cover 4 nm2.

Interestingly, we also find for this concentration pronounced 
heterogeneous nucleation via the c-plane, which is a charged 
plane. Its stabilization and exposure relies on charge compensa-
tion by the oppositely charged polymer. {001} nucleation there-
fore starts to set-in at about the point where there is enough poly-
mer to compensate for the charges of the exposed {001} faces. 
This is again an indication for the very high effectivity of this 
unusual crystal growth modifier: in fact most polymer molecules 
must be actively involved in the process.

With polymer concentration increasing further, the found 
mesoscale structures more and more deviate from the expecta-
tions of an ordinary crystal, and we assume that the onset of 
splay and missing translational order can be discussed very sim-
ilar to the case of the polyelectrolyte controlled CaCO3– 
crystallization.43),44) In these examples, more polymer enables 
stronger inner dipoles in the primary constituting nanocrystals, 
first controlling the stacking and assembly in a long range fash-
ion, then later - above a critical value of collective dipole 
strength- forming dumbbell–like and spherical structures. All 
these systems, including the present one, show the joint feature 
to change from regular packing of nanocrystals in c-direction to 
a splayed dipolar arrangement of primary nanoparticles.

Nevertheless, due to the multiple roles of polymers involved 

in crystallization processes,47) every polymer/mineral couple 
shows very specific structural features to be discovered, and in 
most cases a surprising and unexpected beauty of the as formed 
structures is revealed. This makes this field very attractive from 
an aesthetic perspective, but also relevant for nanomaterials 
design. Further examinations on mesocrystals will certainly 
reveal additional mechanisms of nanocrystal self assembly and 
architectural opportunities towards these fascinating colloidal 
superstructures.
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